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I
n our quest to get a ‘scientific 
handle’ on driver fatigue, 
FleetWatch linked up with sleep 
‘scientist’ professionals from 
7HourSleep as well as our 

industry partners for this project, 
Libra Insurance Brokers, the N3TC, 
Engen and the Department of 
Transport KZN, more specifically, 
the good people working under 
Dave Steele, Chief Provincial 
Inspector, Road Traffic Inspectorate, 
Ladysmith.

The purpose of the survey was 
to determine the prevalence of 
fatigue among truck drivers and 
to establish what the risks are 
of fatigue for truck drivers. We 
decided that the best way to get 
an accurate handle on this would 
be to survey truck drivers on the 
road from a wide selection of 
companies. It is thus we decided 
to do the research at the Tugela 
Plaza working alongside the N3 

from around 3.00pm to 1.00am 
the next morning with the aim of 
interviewing as many drivers as we 
could during that time. 

As it was, 65 truck drivers were 
interviewed from 55 different 
companies. The difference comes 
from some being employed by the 
same company and being stopped 
separately at different times.

As this was the first of its 
kind in South Africa in terms of 
concrete research conducted on 
the road by professional sleep 
scientists through a question and 
answer survey to give the true 
realities of driver fatigue – we 
approached the total project with 
a bit of trepidation. What didn’t 
help on the day was the fact that 
Tropical Cyclone Dineo had hit the 
Mozambique coast the day before 
and it was thus we set up ‘shop’ on 
a dismal day in the rain.

Our ‘shop’ was a hastily arranged 
tent – due to the rain - from a 
hiring company in Ladysmith set up 
just past the plaza on the north-
bound side of the road. Parking 
is limited and we could only stop 
a maximum of three trucks at 
any one time. Inside the tent, the 
researchers had tables for the 
interviews and a food ‘stall’ was set 
up from where the drivers were 
given boerewors rolls and a cool-
drink or cup of coffee after their 
interviews – as well as a ‘goody 
bag’ with relevant safety messages 
and other lekker things inside the 
bag.

Due to a truck crash which 
occurred a couple of kilometres 
north of the plaza, the cops were 
busy on that scene during the 
clean-up operation and we were 
thus on our own when we were 
eventually set-up and ready to 
start. Given this, yours truly acted 
as a cop and pulled over the first 
batch of trucks. I proved to be a 
lousy cop.

5JD Uys, Health Lifestyle Consultant of 7 HourSleep and one of the interviewers 
on the event – with  a driver about to complete a questionnaire!

RESEARCH PROJECT

EFFECTS OF DRIVER FATIGUE

PROJECT SPONSORS

For many years it has 
been widely acknowledged 
that truck driver fatigue 
is a major factor in the 
industry with the N3TC 
citing this as one of the 
main causes of crashes on 
its route. However, while 
the acknowledgement of 
this as fact is there, we 
have never had detailed, 
qualified research 
conducted on this issue 
by professionals dealing 
with truck drivers on the 
road. Through a FleetWatch 
initiative, we now have 
such research, the results 
of which we publish in this 
report writes Patrick O’Leary.
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Causes of Fati gue:

• Too litt le sleep;
• Poor quality of sleep;
• Circadian rhythm processes; and,
• Work environment, conditi ons 

and demands. 

The major causes for poor 
quality of sleep are:

• Sleeping disorders;
• Sleep environment and routi nes; 
• Lifestyle; and,
• Sicknesses and illnesses.

RESEARCH PROJECT

EFFECTS OF DRIVER FATIGUE

ALERT

SLIGHTLY 
FATIGUED

MODERATELY 
FATIGUED

DANGEROUSLY 
FATIGUED

• Alert appearance
• Normal eye blinks (less than 1 second)
• Att ends to surroundings
• Body movements coordinate
• Tolerant of mistakes/other people

• Irritable/impati ence
• Wandering thoughts
• Facial contracti ons
• Restless movements
• Yawning

• Tired appearance
• Quiet and withdrawn
• Longer eyelid closures (1-2 seconds)
• Diffi  culty focusing eyes
• Trouble following instructi ons
• Frequent yawning

• Litt le or no acti vity
• Fixed starti ng
• Unresponsive to people & surroundings
• Long eyelid closures 12 or more seconds
• Starti c response (head or body jerks)
• Micro sleep

Signs of fati gue when 
you are driving:

• You can’t remember 
driving the last few 
kilometres

• You have trouble keeping 
your head up

• Vehicle drift s across lanes 
or onto the road verge

• Fewer but large steering 
correcti ons (“jerky” 
driving)

• Speed varies without you 
noti cing

SIGNS OF FATIGUE
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– had finished the set-up work 
and was now also interviewing the 
drivers while FleetWatch’s Benjamin 
Sibanda manned the refreshment 
station.

What I found interesting was 
the changed attitude of the drivers 
from being initially sceptical when 
stopped and asked to participate 
to being total enthusiastic after the 
interviews with all saying that this 
was a much needed exercise.

“I welcome this because we are 
driving too many hours without 
rest and it has become dangerous 
for us on the road,” is what one of 
the drivers told me as he exited 
the tent. “You must get this to 
the bosses so they can know how 
we are suffering from long hours 
without sleep,” said another. Similar 

sentiments 
were 
expressed by 
others.

What I found 
very cool was 
when an HFR 
driver trainer 
walked into 
the tent. He 
had stopped 
voluntarily 
and was 
accompanied 
by a ‘student’ 
driver who he 
was coaching 

hands-on out on the road.
“I saw the activity and wanted 

to know if we could learn anything 
from what you are doing,” he said 
as he walked in. I welcomed both 
of them and directed them to Kyle 
Kruger who went through the 
questions with them.

The driver trainer told me after 
his discussion that he was most 
impressed with what we were trying 
to establish in terms of facts. On the 
other hand, I was most impressed 
with the fact that HFR had their 
driver trainer accompanying one 
of their newcomers as a mentor 
and trainer on actual routes being 
travelled. That’s Best Practise stuff - 
so well done HFR.  

It would remiss of me not to make 
mention of the sterling co-operation 
we got from the night shift cops

   The first guy I stopped told me 
that he had to urgently get the bus 
chassis he was hauling on the trailer 
to Johannesburg for fitting of the 
body. I told him to go. The second 
guy also had an urgent delivery. I 
told him to go. And so it went for 
the first five trucks. I wasn’t very 
good at being a cop as my sympathy 
for the time constraints of the 
drivers took over my ‘duties’ as a 
cop.

It was then it struck me that those 
five trucks were, in fact, indicative 
of the nature of our industry – and 
were a precursor indicator to the 
necessity of the research project. 
Truck drivers are always in a rush 
trying to meet strict dead-lines for 
pick-ups and deliveries. They don't 
have time to stop and rest – not 
even for 10 minutes.

With this realisation, I 
decided that if we were to 
get a better handle on this, 
I would have to adopt a 
harder approach. I offered 
the next guy a bribe – a 
boerewors roll. He co-
operated fully and we got 
our first driver into the 
tent for the first interview.

By that time, three 
wonderful and enthusiastic 
people from Libra 
Insurance Brokers had 
arrived and set up a 
welcomed gazebo at the 
entrance to the tent to keep us 
dry. The N3TC’s gazebo also went 
a long way towards helping keep 
the rain off all of us. Miles Le Roux 
from the N3TC was also there and 
while talking of the N3 route, we 
must thank Krishnan Govender, 
manager of Tugela Plaza, for his 
full co-operation in enabling us to 
stage this event.  That road safety 
stalwart Philip Hull of the Road 
Safety Foundation had also driven 
down to participate. What a road 
safety legend this man is.

Inside the tent, Dr JD Uys, a 
sleep therapist from 7HoursSleep 
and Kyle Kruger, a fatigue training 
specialist from 7HourSleep were 
kept busy conducting the interviews 
as the drivers were invited in. Kylie 
Saunders from FleetWatch – who had 
been briefed on the questionnaire 

RESEARCH PROJECT

EFFECTS OF DRIVER FATIGUE

5The project began earlier in the 
day... in rainy, cold conditions

5From left to right: From Libra 
Makelaars; Chantelle Labuschagne, 
recovery consultant, Greg Young, 
claim handler and Dellerize Spies, an 
underwriter

5Miles le Roux - N3TC Transportation 
Manager and Philip Hull - Road Safety 
Foundation - stars of the N3!

5From left to right: Kylie Saunders of 
FleetWatch assists Kyle Kruger, Fatigue 
Training Specialist from 7 HourSleep 
conducting the interview process.

Fatigue is 
impaired 
mental and/
or physical 
performance 
and lowered 
alertness
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hours, the ability of the drivers to 
sleep for 6 – 8 hours becomes a 
real risk and the implication of this 
is that high levels of fatigue will be 
experienced among drivers,” says 
Dr Van Jaarsveld. 

There’s lots more and we urge 
you to study the accompanying 
infographics and tables 
conceptualised in working harmony 
by FleetWatch design stars Michelle 
O’Leary and Kylie Saunders and 
compiled by our sterling repro lady, 
Mariëtte Martin. Comment is given 
by Dr Van Jaarsveld.
FleetWatch will not be stopping 

here. The results show that there is 
work to be done and we will soon 
be announcing the path we intend 
taking to tackle this problem.

So, apart from the results, what 
did our sleep scientists think of the 
project? Let’s give the last word 
to the ever enthusiastic Dr JD 
Uys, who was the main driver of 
7HourSleep’s involvement: “This 
project has, without doubt, been 
the highlight of my career.” Yeah! 
What a boykie. Way to go! 

     who worked tirelessly in the 
rain to stop trucks and get the 
drivers in. When I mentioned to the 
one that we were going to call it a 
day – or more accurately, a morning 
- at 12.30am, he was surprised. “We 
can go to 2.00am if you want. No 
problem.” Stunning stuff guys and 
thanks a ton for helping us make it 
all happen. You are a credit to the 
force.

The completed questionnaires 
were brought back to Johannesburg 
and analysed by Dr André Van 
Jaarsveld, whose credentials 
in terms of sleep science are 
impeccable. The results are 
published over the next few pages 
but the bottom line is that this 
research project proves that driver 
fatigue is a defi nite reality and big 
problem in our industry. 

Let’s give just one example - 54% 
of the respondents said they worked 
12-hour shifts and 18% more than 
12 hour shifts. That’s 72% of the 
respondents who are working 12 
or more hours behind the wheel. 
“If you combine over-time and long 

RESEARCH PROJECT

EFFECTS OF DRIVER FATIGUE

REPORT COMPILED BY 
Dr. André van Jaarsveld

BSS AFRICA

Dr André Van Jaarsveld is the CEO of 
BSS Africa. The core business of BSS 
is to establish Fit for Work and Fati gue 
Management Programs in the workplace.  
He was trained and accredited in 
Australia to become a Fit for Work and 
Fati gue Management consultant. He is 
also the initi ator of the new program, 
Bett er Sleep Soluti ons in South Africa 
to help people with sleeping problems. 
BSS Africa is the leader in implementi ng 
fati gue management workplace programs. 
The focus of implementi ng fati gue 
management programs in currently on the 
mining industry, constructi on, transport 
and manufacturing. Dr Van Jaarsveld is 
involved in the wellness industry for the 
last 30 years.  He was a founder member 
of EAP for the Chamber of Mines in South 
Africa.  He was the CEO for the Centre for 
Human Development (CHD) since 1996 ti ll 
2001 when CHD merge with the Careways 
Group.  He was CEO for the Careways 
Group unti l April 2006.

Drivers were rewarded with a 
boerewors roll and a hot drink... plus a 
goody bag to go home with. Benjamin 
Sibanda of FleetWatch serves a driver 
after his interview.

Rewarding drivers

There are many people who 
contribute to making the N3 a safer 
road... (l-r) Bennie Hill of Joey's 
Towing and Philip Hull of Road Safety 
Foundation.

Support

What a boykie. Way to go! “If you combine over-time and long 

Wet and cold, but still enthusiastic 
Chantelle Labuschagne (right) and 
Dellerize Spies (left) of Libra Insurance 
with Patrick O'Leary, FleetWatch Editor 
(centre).
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EXHAUST
SMOKE
It usually indicates an efficient 
use of fuel and possible engine 
faults.

The guidelines in this poster are 

designed to assist in ‘reading your 

vehicle’s exhaust smoke’ to determine 

the possible faults and assist in 

preventing catastrophic engine failure.

Following these guidelines will not only 

help in diagnosing faults, but will also 

assist in reducing your operation’s 

carbon footprint.

THE ROAD AHEAD

Visit www.hino.co.za or your nearest dealer.

Prevent downtime - maintenance is priority

Learn to read your

B
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C
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Black smoke is caused by large, visible, soot particles in the exhaust. This indicates that 
combustion is incomplete due to localised rich mixtures within a combustion chamber.

Causes of black smoke are:
• Incorrect injector pressures – generally too 

low

• Over-fuelling – wrong spill rate or governor 
setting.

• Incorrect injection timing

• Abnormally high cetane number

• Poor spray pattern

• Inadequate air supply – blocked air-filter or 
Intercooler or worn turbocharger.

Sooting of the crankcase oil causes thickening and can end up in gelling and bearing failures. 
It also accelerates ring sticking, carbon and sludge deposit as well as engine wear rates.

Commonly called white smoke, this is typically pale gray in colour and is caused by visible 
liquid fuel particles in the exhaust. This indicates that fuel is passing through the combustion 
chamber without vapourising or igniting.

Causes are:
• Low cetane number – check for IP 

(illuminating paraffin) usage
• Misfire
• Late injection timing

• Low compression

• Engine overcooling

• Burned valves

• Poor spray pattern – fuel impingement on 
cylinder wall

Not all unburned fuel passes out of an engine. Some fuel condenses causing fuel dilution. 
White smoke will cause higher engine wear rates, particularly of the rings and liners.

Did you know?
Blue smoke is not fuel related but comes from burning of excessive amounts of 
crankcase oil in the combustion chamber.

Typical causes are:

• Worn rings  • Worn valve guides  • Incorrect pattern

A
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Pre-Trip Inspection for Trucks
This is an essential procedure for both driver maintenance managers and drivers - it will ensure 
less costly down-time, and a safer truck means safety for the truck driver and the road users.

www.hcv.co.za

Caring	for	trucks	+	truckers

Driver	_____________________		Vehicle	Reg	#____________	Beginning	Km’s____________Date_____________________
Instructions:	Inspect	each	item	on	the	vehicle:
		Do	a	pre-trip	inspection	on	every	shift	or	driver	change	of	12	hours		
		Each	sheet	to	get	completed	by	driver,	mechanic	&	supervisor		

OK X

Check	windscreen	for	damage  

Check	under	vehicle	for	oil,	water,	fuel	or	fluid	leaks  

Coolant	level  

Engine	oil	level  

Clutch	fluid	level  

Brake	fluid	level  

Fuel	level  

Check	caps	and	dipsticks	are	correctly	fitted  

Check	V	belt	condition	and	tension  

Drain	air	tanks  

Check	warning	lights	and	buzzers  

Start	engine  

Check	oil	pressure  

Check	air	pressure	build	up  

Check	alternator	charging  

Check	water	temperature  

Check	hooter  

Check	wiper	blade	operation  

Check	steering	operation  

Check	rear	view	mirrors  

Check	lights:	 -	head  

	 	 -	running  

	 	 -	tail	and	parking  

	 	 -	brake  

	 	 -	indicators  

Check	if	side	window	winders	are	operational  

Check	if	doors	close	properly	and	lock  

Check	if	the	seat	mechanism	/	airbag	is	operational  

No	loose	object	in	cab  

OK X

Check	reflectors	and	chevron  

Check	for	emergency	triangles	and	fire	extinguishers  

Check	fire	extinguisher	service	date  

Check	for	jack	and	tools  

Check	for	first	aid	kit  

Check	internal	heater,	air	conditioning,	fans	and	defroster  

Check	for	licence	disc  

Check	for	RTQS	documents	-	COF	etc.  

Wheels:	Check	tyre	condition	and	look	for		
trapped	stones	or	other	debris  

Check	wheel	nuts  

Check	spare	wheel	condition	and	security  

Check	tyre	pressures  

Check	valve	caps	are	fitted  

Check	number	plates  

Check	tow	hitch  

Grease	and	check	5th	wheel  

Load	must	be	secure	and	protected  

Brakes;	Check	system	for	air	leaks  

Check	foot	brake	operation  

Check	hand	brake	operation  

Check	exhaust	brake	operation  

Check	tachograph	operation  

Check	if	the	seat	belt	is	operational  

Check	if	air	suzie	couplers	are	operational  

Check	if	trailer	plug	is	operational  

Bunks	secured	properly  

Other	(specify	defects	below)  

Engine/Fluid	checks,	Interior	and	Exterior

Does	any	problem	circled	require	the	vehicle	to	be	taken	out	of	service?			YES			/			NO	
Has	a	Supervisor	been	notified?		 ___________________________ 	YES			/			NO						Supervisor	Signature:	____________________________
Name:		 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Problem	Report	(Describe	all	problem	areas	circled	above):
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Date:	________________		Drivers	Signature:	______________________________
Maintenance	Work	Order	Issued?	YES		/		NO		Work	Order	No:	_____________________ 	 Date	Opened:	_____________________________
Date	Vehicle	Returned	to	service	:	 ____________________________________________ 	Mechanic	Signature:	_______________________
Remarks:	___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

  

A

    
INITIATIVE

Brakes
One of the most common causes of truck accidents is the failure of the 
brakes and brake system. Again, basic maintenance and regular checks are 
essential. Make this your company’s priority - don’t endanger the driver, the 
vehicle and the road users.

Checklist	-	External	and	Under	Chassis
Truck Trailer

BRAKES GOOD BAD GOOD BAD
External	Checks
1.	 Check	Air	Suzie’s	are	not	broken	or	kinked	&	couplings	non	interchangeable
2.	 Check	color	coding	Red-Emergency	Yellow-Service	and	line	tags	are	correct
3.		Check	Electrical	Suzie’s	are	not	broken	or	not	coupled	i.e.	brakelights,	indicators	etc.
4.		Check	for	Trailer	Data	and	Load	Sensing	Data	Plates	are	present	on	vehicle
5.		Check	park	brake	is	functioning	-	valve	does	not	leak	after	application	and	release

Under	Chassis	Inspection: GOOD BAD GOOD BAD
1.		Check	Air	brake	system	for	Air	leaks
2.		Check	Nylon	piping	for	kinking
3.		Check	Rubber	hoses	for	chafing	or	tears	or	perishing	
4.		Drain	Air	reservoirs	and	check	for	excessive	moisture
5.		Check	Load	sensing	rubber	linkages	are	secure	and	not	perished	/	down	rod	connected
6.		Check	correct	slack	adjuster	hole	is	used	on	each	axle	i.e.	same	left	&	right
7.		Check	that	all	visible	mechanical	components	are	OK
8.		Check	Pushrods	(bent,	rubbing,	90˚	to	slack	&	clevis	don’t	rub	on	slacks	etc.)
9.		Check	all	visible	mechanical	components	are	OK	(suspension	springs,	air	bags,	auto		
	 slack	etc.)
10.	Check	all	service	foundation	brakes	are	functioning
11.	Check	if	the	caging	bolts	are	present	on	the	vehicle	to	release	the	spring	brakes

ABS	/	EBS	Components GOOD BAD GOOD BAD
1.		Is	ABS	working	ie.	ABS	valves	“click”	blow	down	on	brake	application	/	ignition	on	off
2.		Is	ABS	/	EBS	warning	light	on	Truck	dashboard	or	trailer	headboard	functioning		
	 (Green	light)
3.		Is	electrical	wiring	in	good	condition,	i.e.	sensor	cables	burnt	/	broken

Comments:	_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Are your brakes ready for the road?

A
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Don’t drink and drive

50 kg 70 kg 100 kg

1 Beer Per hour

= 0.05%

2 Beer Per hour

= 0.06%

3 Beer Per hour

= 0.07%

50 kg 70 kg 100 kg

1 Beer

2 Wine

1 Double Tot

= 0.12%

2 Beer

2 Wine

3 Double Tot

= 0.13%

3 Beer

3 Wine

2 double Tot

= 0.13%

Combination consumption over 
a 3 hour period

Driving under the 
influence is a criminal 
offence. Alcohol and  
truck driving do not  
go together - don’t do it!

negatives effects of alcohol

	 Slows	reaction	time
	 Distorts	vision
	 Reduces	concentration
	 Increases	risk	taking
	 Reduced	or	poor	judgement
	 Increases	fatigue	–	many		

hours	after	consumption
If caught, a professional  
driver can have his licence  
suspended for:

	 6	months		-		first	offence
	 5	years		-		second	offence
	 10	years		-		third	offence

New	legislation	proposed	
recommends	that	Blood	Alcohol	
content	be	reduced	to	0,02g	per		
100ml	for	general	drivers	and		
0,00g	per	100ml	for	professional	
drivers.

Limits for  
Professional 

Drivers

Blood
0,02g	per	100ml

Breath
0,10mg	per	1000ml

1	Unit	comes	to	0.02g	in	your	blood	or	0.10mg	in	your	breath

Sorghum	
beer

Spirit	
cooler Beer Cider

75ml	Red	
or	90	ml	
White	
Wine

Tot	/	25	ml	
Vodka		

or	Cane,	
whiskey,	
brandy

Cocktail	
Various	%	

Tot	/	25ml	
Tequila

Quart	
Beer

1.5	U 1.2	-	1.9	U 1.5	-	1.7	U 2	U 1	U 1	U 2	-	4	U 1	U 3.5	-	4	U

No.	of	Units Blood	Alcohol	Content Breath	Alcohol	Content
3 0.06g 0.3mg

4 0.08g 0.4mg

5 0.10g 0.5mg

6 0.12g 0.6mg

7 0.14g 0.7mg

8 0.16g 0.8mg

9 0.18g 0.9mg

10 0.20g 1.0mg

11 0.22g 1.1mg

12 0.24g 1.2mg

Calculations	are	based	on	adult	male,	68kg.	This	is	a	rough	
guide	as	each	individual	is	affected	differently	according	to	
size	and	weight..
Alcohol	has	to	pass	through	the	bloodstream.		
It	takes	1	hour	(or	more)	to	get	rid	of	1	unit.

A
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Truck & Trailer Tyres

www.bridgestone.co.za

One of the most critical costs and safety components in a fleet - the tyres - and one that 
contributes to many road accidents involving trucks. Care and maintenance is essential. 
Putting defective tyres on the road is not only irresponsible, but endangers both driver and 
other road users.

Pre-	and	Post	trip	Inspection	/	Checklist
Mark	with	X
Truck	Reg

Mark	with	X
Trailer

Tread Area GOOD BAD GOOD BAD
1.	Check	if	there	is	sufficient	tread	on	the	circumference	of	the	tread	area

2.	Check	for	any	irregular	wear	around	the	circumference	of	the	tread;

	 -	Shoulder	Wear

	 -	Centre	Wear

	 -	Diagonal	Wear

	 -	Other

3.	Check	for	damage	to	tread	area:	 -	Cuts	and/or	exposed	cord

	 -	Chipping	&	Chunking

4.	Check	for	adhesion	loss	on	edges	of	retread	rubber	sidewall

Sidewall YES NO YES NO
5.	Check	for	damage	to	sidewall	area:	 -	Bulges

	 -	Exposed	Steel	Cord

	 -	Sidewall	cuts

Rim and Assembly GOOD BAD GOOD BAD
6.	Check	for	missing	wheel	studs	or	nuts

7.	Check	for	loose	or	missing	wheel	studs

8.	Check	for	signs	of	movement	around	the	wheel	nuts

9.	Check	for	cracks	around	the	stud	holes

10.	Check	for	deep	rust	dents	or	kinks	on	rim	in	general

1.	Is	inflation	pressure	correct?	 

2.	Check	wheel	alignment	regularly.	 

3.	Check	for	objects	caught	in	the	grooves	and		  
inbetween	dual	tyres	 

4.	Tread	depth	-	3	mm	tolerance	–	tread	area	worn	to	
tread	wear	indicator	(TWI)	level	(illegal)	 

5.	Do	not	use	mismatched	tyres	 

6.	Use	the	correct	tyre	for	your	application	 

7.	Ensure	proper	rotation	of	tyres	 

General checks before driving

Implement these procedures - they will save you money

A
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Accident Procedures for Drivers

What to do at the scene of an accident

•	 Stop	vehicle	immediately.	Take	action	to	prevent	another	accident.
•	 Help	(if	you	can)	any	injured	person.	Keep	them	calm	and	comfortable.
•	 Call	emergency	services	as	soon	as	possible.
•	 Do	not	move	vehicle	if	any	person	has	been	injured	or	killed	–	unless	it	is	a	

hazard	to	traffic.
•	 Don’t	leave	the	scene	of	an	accident	before	the	police	say	you	may	proceed.
•	 Give	your	name	and	address	and	name	and	address	of	vehicle	owner	to	any	

person	who	has	a	reason	to	ask	for	it.
•	 Do	not	drink	any	alcohol	or	take	drugs	unless	under	the	instruction	of	a	

medical	doctor.

Moving the Vehicle

•	 If	a	vehicle	must	be	moved,	mark	its	exact	position	on	the	road
•	 Move	just	enough	to	let	other	traffic	pass
•	 If	no	person	is	injured	or	killed,	the	vehicle	may	be	moved	without	a	traffic	

officer	or	police	being	called.

Statements

You	are	required	by	law	to	only	give	your:	
•	 Name	and	address	and	show	your	licence
•	 Give	the	name	and	address	of	your	employer
•	 You	are	not	required	to	give	any	further	statements	to	the	police	and	should	not	talk	to	any	other	person.

Before leaving the accident

•	 Get	names	and	address	of	the	injured,	and	how	they	were	injured.
•	 Get	details	of	damage	to	vehicles	or	property.
•	 Get	name	and	address	of	witnesses
•	 If	vehicle	has	tachograph	remove	report.	Ask	traffic	officer	/	police	to	sign	and	date	report.
•	 Take	notes	of	vehicles	position,	surroundings	and	traffic	signs	so	you	can	make	a	sensible	accident	report.

An accident must be reported within 24 hours
If no traffic officer or police is at the scene of the accident.

If your driver is involved in an accident, especially if a person is injured or 
killed or if property damaged, it is a legal requirement for the driver to take 
certain actions.

Always Visible

Ask us about Ctrack Fleet Protector.
The policy that keeps every employee completely covered

in the event of an accident.

0860333444•fleetprotector@ctrack.co.za•www.ctrack.co.za
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Fleet Fuel Management
With continuing hikes in the price of diesel, fuel is now a major factor affecting the profitability 
of running a fleet of vehicles. Working together, the operator and driver can – with a bit of 
education – achieve significant savings:

FOR THE DRIVER FOR THE OPERATOR

Maintenance

Regular checks including pre- and post-
trip inspections will ensure better fuel 
consumption.

Speed

The faster you drive the more fuel is used.  
Slow down.

Tyres
Keep the right inflation – if too low rolling resistance 
will increase…more fuel is used.

Driving style
- Keep the revs at near peak torque.

- Drive in the correct gear. Avoid frequent shifting – 
keep changes smooth.

- Don’t idle unnecessarily. Switch off. Idling uses 
as much as 10%  extra fuel.

- Drive ‘softly’ – no excessive acceleration or 
braking

- When engine is cold, don’t use full power - pull 
away in first gear.

Wind resistance

Adjust air deflectors to correctly suit cab and trailer.

Other

- Fuel tanks must be properly secured.  
Fuel theft is rife! Watch your vehicle / and secure 
tanks.

- Record fuel usage. Make sure usage is regularly 
recorded.

Train drivers
Consistently and regularly – driver skills, habits 

and attitude – are frequently the biggest single 
factor affecting fuel consumption.

Incentives
Consider introducing an incentive scheme 
for fuel saving.

Consider a Fleet Management System
A fleet management system has many benefits for 
fuel savings - monitors drivers, route planning, 
maintenance solutions, automated data collection and 
regulation of dispensing and fuel usage

Maintenance policy
Establish and have a consistent, sensible and 
sustainable maintenance policy and procedures 
in place. Maintenance should be a management 
priority.

Replace old vehicles
Have a vehicle replacement policy - old vehicles are 
uneconomical and use more fuel

Vehicle choice

- Is it right for the job to be done?
-  Are the rear axle ratios correct?

Overloading and load distribution 

-  More fuel will be used
-  Will cause damage to the vehicle and tyres

Routing and Scheduling

The planning of routes is critical to trip time and fuel 
consumption - this is a management responsibility

Fuel costs 
account 

for 40% of 
operational 
overheads 

A
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Sharing the roads
in Harmony

Buses  •  Trucks  •  Cars  •  Pedestrians  •  Cyclists  •  Motorbikes

A Initiative

20% OF ALL HEAvy trucks are 

overloaded and responsible 

for 60% of road damage

FACT

OVERLOADING TYRES BY JUST 

10% MORE THAN THEIR INDICATED 

LOAD CAPACITY SHORTENS TYRE 

LIFE BY AN AVERAGE OF 20%

Research has shown that between 20% 
and 30% of all heavy vehicles travelling 
on South African roads are overloaded. 
Furthermore, it has been found that while 
all legally loaded heavy vehicles cause 
some damage to the road pavements, 
overloaded heavy vehicles are responsible 
for approximately 60% of the damage to the 
road network, representing some R1 billion 
per annum. (Source: www.csir.co.za)

More than that, overloaded vehicles can 
considerably impair the ability of the driver to 
brake and steer correctly which is aggravated 
by steep downhill slopes and sharp curves 
– an accident waiting to happen which may 
result in loss of life, for which there is no 
price tag. 

This poster highlights the effects of 
overloading on the economy, the roads and 
the vehicle and serves to work together with 
the transport industry to promote awareness 
of the negative impacts of overloading on our 
road system and road safety. 

24 Hour Customer Careline
0800 N3 HELP 
(0800 63 4357)

Web www.n3tc.co.za 

Contact No:
012 844 8000

Web www.sanral.co.za 

24 Hour Customer Careline
0800 BAKWENA (0800 225 9362)

Web www.bakwena.co.za

TRAC Help Desk 
South Africa: 0800 872 264 / (+27) 82 881 4444

Twitter #TRACN4route
Mozambique: (+258) 84 343 434 6 / (+258) 82 303 430 3

Customer Care E-mail: callcentre@tracn4.co.za
Web www.tracn4.co.za

You will commit an offence if:

 You transport a heavier load than 
what your vehicle is designed to 
carry, or

 You load your vehicle unevenly 
causing one (or more) of the  
axles to bear too much weight

Overloading will have the following negative effects 
on a vehicle:

 Braking distance – With an overloaded vehicle, the stopping 
distance is increased due to the increased momentum of the 
heavier load pushing the vehicle forward 

 Braking efficiency – Having to work harder, the brakes overheat 
and lose their effectiveness to stop the vehicle

 Tyres – Increased loads can result in tyres overheating and 
wearing rapidly which increase the chance of premature, 
dangerous and expensive failure or blow-outs. Correctly inflated 
tyres also become under inflated under the increased pressure of 
an overload.

 Stability – As the vehicle goes around curves and turns it makes 
it difficult to steer and to correct the vehicle for the next turn as 
the load is pushing in the opposite direction

 Suspension – The entire suspension system is put under stress 
which, with time, can cause the weak points to give way

 Insurance – Should an accident or incident occur, cover could be 
void as overloading is illegal

 Know your weight limits –
axle weight and the gross vehicle weight

 Display data plates – Road Traffic Regulation 245 requires 
that all buses, mini-buses, goods vehicles and truck tractors 
MUST display certain prescribed information clearly imprinted or 
stamped on a metal plate affixed in an accessible position

 Load distribution – Ensure loads are evenly distributed and 
secured in place so as to avoid loads shifting and overloading an 
axle

 Weighing – Ensure ALL vehicles are weighed before and after 
loading if you have a static or mobile weighbridge in-house 

 Spot check – Check the load every time you stop to ensure it has 
not shifted or moved

          DOES NOT Psimply A Initiative

... Unbalanced loads

Unbalanced loading can exceed the load 
index of tyres fitted.

... Underinflated tyres

Correctly inflated tyres will become 
underinflated by overloading

... Time wasted

Readjusting a load at weighbridges costs 
money and wastes time.

... Damage to roads

A major cause of costly damage to all 
vehicles and to the economy.

FACT

A Initiative

THE A-Z OF
DRIVER HEALTH

REVISED EDITION 2014

First 10
packs are

FREE!
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Pre-Trip / Post Trip 
Inspection for Trailers

Semi-Trailer	/	Trailer	Drive-Away	Checklist
Semi-Trailer	No: Registration	No:
Trailer	No: Registration	No:
	 SEMI-TRAILER	 AXLE	DOLLY	 TRAILER

OK X OK X OK X

1. Check King pin condition

2. Check tow hitch condition

3. Check wheel nuts

4. Check tyre pressure

5. Check spare wheel condition and security

6. Check condition of all tyres and trapped stones

7. Check valve caps are fitted

8. Check Number plate condition

9. Check reflectors and chevron

10. Check licence discs

11. Check light connections

12. Check lights:  Tail

13.   Parking

14.   Brake

15.   Indicators

16. Drain air tanks

17. Check brake pipe connections

18. Check brakes: Foot brake

19.   Hand brake

20. Check for air pressure leaks

21. Check tarpaulin and ropes

22. Check door and/or body side locks

23. Load must be secure and protected

24. Check for R.T.Q.S. documents - C.O.F. etc

Date:
Signature:

Driver’s	Name:

A Initiative

Wet Weather driving tips

Ingozi – imvula iyesa

the rain is here
BEWARE

1. Slow down. Drive according to the road 
conditions and your own driving ability.

2. Allow for longer stopping distances.

3. Always keep both hands on the steering wheel.

4. Drive smoothly and avoid harsh braking.

5. Avoid driving through puddles - there may be  
a deep pothole beneath the surface.

6. If you have to drive through high water, drive 
slowly in low gear holding the steering wheel 
steady.

7. After driving in heavy rain for some time, lightly 
apply the brakes to dry them off.

8. Be visible – turn on your head and fog lights.

9. ABS: Many modern trucks are fitted with an anti-
lock braking system allowing the driver to maintain 
steering control under heavy and dangerous 
braking conditions such as in ice and rain. ABS 
helps, should the vehicle start skidding in wet 
and icy weather or even start hydroplaning. If you 
do not know how to use the ABS ask your driver 
trainer or vehicle supplier for advice!

10. If your vehicle does not have ABS use your brake 
pedal to slow down as fast as possible without 
locking the wheels up.

11. Gravel Roads: In rainy and wet weather gravel 
roads represent a significant safety hazard, 
particularly to drivers not familiar with such driving 
conditions. Truck drivers are warned that gravel 
roads become dangerously slippery in wet weather 
and are easily washed away. A lack of drains 
means water collects in pools or ends up making 
running streams in the road. Always keep both 
hands on the steering wheel when driving on a 
gravel road.

12. Be prepared – carry a cell phone/ have 
emergency numbers to summon help if  
needed.

Safety TipsPrepare:

1. Keep a cloth in the cab to clean windows 
and lights. 

2. Make sure the wiper blades are good in 
condition. Check regularly, as well as 
check electrical connections to the wiper 
motor.

3. Keep soap in the windscreen cleaning 
water to help remove bugs.

4. Make sure the tyres have enough tread 
to cope with wet weather.

5. Make sure tyres are always properly 
inflated.

6. Make sure the demister is working 
properly.

Hydroplaning:

Hydroplaning means a wedge of water has 
built up in front of the tyre and, if you drive 
too fast, the tyres begin spinning on the 
surface of the water. This is a terrifying 
situation and something truck drivers want to 
avoid at all costs.

Prevention

1. Slow down when it starts to rain. High 
speed is the number one cause of 
hydroplaning and slower speeds can 
help you avoid the issue before it arises.

2. Rotate your tyres and replace them when 
the tread becomes worn. Treads are 
supposed to shunt water away from the 
wheels - once they wear down you are 
more likely to lose control.

3. At the first sign of rain turn off the cruise 
control. 

Handle the problem

If your vehicle starts hydroplaning the 
following tips may help:

1. Take your foot off the accelerator 
as soon as you feel the vehicle 
hydroplaning. This is a lot safer than 
slamming on the brakes which, in a non 
ABS-equipped truck, could send you into 
a deadly spin.

2. Turn in the direction you are drifting. 
This helps you to get maximum grip from 
all the wheels. If you need to avoid an 
obstacle tap the brakes gently and try 
and steer around the object.

3. Wait until you can feel the road again 
beneath your truck and proceed with 
caution. 

Rain always brings a variety of dangerous 
issues: 

1. Visibility is reduced.

2. The less tread on the tyres the greater 
the risk of skidding.

3. Traction between the road and tyres is 
reduced - this is true even for brand new 
tyres!

4. Safety margins are reduced even in light 
showers.

5. The type of road surface affects the 
levels of grip. Roads with a rough surface 
are much safer and easier to drive on 
than roads worn smooth by years of use.

6. Road markings and manhole covers 
become very slippery when wet.

Hazards:

Automated manual transmission
Ensuring smoother and safer driving

Call Centre: 08600 ISUZU (47898)
www.isuzutrucks.co.za

OUR AIM
To train, educate and ensure your driver is fully equipped to 
deal with challenges on the road. A trained driver is a safe 
driver. Help to make a diff erence. Make road safety a priority.

PRICE
R25.00 per pack with general cover sheet, R30.00 per pack 
with your own customized cover sheet.

HOW TO ORDER
Contact eva@fl eetwatch.co.za or call (011) 794 2490/1 to 
get an order form. Numbers are limited and items subject to 
availability. Please allow two weeks after ordering for packs to 
be collated – you will be advised when ready for collection.

Give your driver a 
 Driver Pack

Education ensures safety

*All subject to availability at time of order

Contact eva@fl eetwatch.co.za 
or 011 794 2490/1

Mini First Aid Kits
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TOGETHER - WE CAN!
HELP TO MAKE A 

DIFFERENCE
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SURVEY
RESULTS

FATIGUE PROJECT

The following questions were used in the survey 
to determine the fatigue and sleep quality and 
quantity profi le of the truck drivers. This survey 
provides a brief assessment of fatigue levels over 
the last two months by asking drivers to assess 
the frequency of certain behaviours.

26%

26% 18%

26%

5%

 <30 (5%)

 31 - 35 (26%)

 36 - 40 (18%)

 41 - 50 (26%)

 51 - 60 (26%)

 >60 (0%)

• The age demographic indicates a 
relati vely young workforce with 49% 

being under forty and only 26% above 50 
years of age. This is of signifi cance as the 
ability for the body to manage circadian 
disrupti on (moving between day/night 
shift s) becomes more diffi  cult with age 
as does dayti me sleeping. However it is 
worth noti ng that younger individuals 
(especially males under 30) also tend to 
be more fati gued than average.

 This is because:
- They tend to have a more acti ve social 

life (including consuming more alcohol) 
and this impacts on the quanti ty and 
quality of sleep.

- Their circadian cycle tends to be later 
and makes going to sleep in the early to 
mid-evening more diffi  cult.  This leads 
to obvious problems when they must 
get up early to prepare for day shift . 

100%
male

0%
female

• Of all the respondents, 100% were males.

Code
8

0%

8

Code
10

3%

10

Code
14

97%

14

AGE

GENDER DRIVER'S LICENCES
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EFFECTS OF DRIVER FATIGUE

WORKPLACE LOCATION

ROSTERED HOURS

NIGHT WORK

OVERTIME

12%
8-9 hourshift

15%
10 hourshift

54%
12 hourshift

18%
12 or more 
hourshift

As can be seen, 54% of the respondents work  
12-hour shifts and 18% more than 12 hour shifts.  

66% of the drivers do 
night work. The quality 
of sleep during the day 
is a challenge based on 
the fact that light, noise 
and other commitments 
impact on the quality 
of sleep drivers can 
experience during day 
time sleep. 

Port ElizabethCape Town

Durban
Phoenix

Pinetown

Ficksburg

Nelspruit

Johannesburg       Kempton Park

Pretoria

Springs

Newcastle
Bethlehem

Klerksdorp

Harrismith

Vereeniging
Benoni / Brakpan

YES

NO

66% of the respondents had indicated that 
they are working over-time. If you take into 
consideration that as per table 3, 72% of 

drivers are already working 12 or more hours. 
If you combine the 2 factors, over-time and 
long hours, the ability of the drivers to sleep 
for 6 – 8 hours becomes a real risk. The 
implication of this is that we will experience 
high levels of fatigue amongst the drivers. 

34%

66%

?NIGHT WORK

66%

34%

Truck drivers need to be 
aware of the changes 
to their sleep and the 
need to employ different 
strategies to cope with 
fatigue as they age.

Table 3: Table 4:

Table 5:

Uppington
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RESEARCH PROJECT

EFFECTS OF DRIVER FATIGUE

43% of the drivers spend 
less than 6 hours in bed 
during their day shift 
and 67% spend less 
than 6 hours when they 
are working night shift. 
During their days off they 
catch up on sleep debt.  
63% of the drivers spend 
more than 8 hours in bed 
on their off days. 

Table 6: ARE YOU A DRIVER? Number Percent
Code 8 0 0%
Code 10 2 3%
Code 14 62 97%
Total 64 100%

Table 7: TOTAL DAILY TRAVEL 
TIME FROM AND TO WORK

Number Percent

1 – 20 minutes 24 37%
21 – 35 minutes 14 2%
36 – 45 minutes 5 8%
46 – 60 minutes 3 5%
More than 60 minutes 19 29%
Total 65 100%

SLEEPING ACCOMMODATION

HOURS SPENT SLEEPING IN BED

If you take into consideration, 12 hour shifts plus over 
time plus the fact that 29% of drivers travel more than  
60 minutes per day from home to work, the combination 
of these factors impacts on high fatigue levels.

31% of drivers’ accommodation is not good for 
sleeping. This aspect needs urgent attention to 
support drivers regarding education on sleeping 
conditions. Good sleeping habits are essential to 
promote adequate and high quality sleep.  

Basic rules include:

• Ensuring at least 8 hours per day is devoted to 
preparation for and actual sleep.

• Keeping sleeping times constant each night.
• Preparing for sleep (e.g. relaxing in the hour  

before sleep).
• Avoiding things that may disturb sleep  

(e.g. caffeine, alcohol, nicotine, heavy meals, etc. in 
the last 3-4 hours before sleep).

• Preventing late afternoon, early evening naps  
(e.g. in front of the TV).

• Developing a “sleep routine”.
• The results of the survey indicate that only 31% 

of the respondents could significantly improve 
their sleeping habits. It is very positive that 
69% of individuals are positive that their sleep 
environment is user friendly for sleep quality and 
quantity. 

A good sleeping environment is essential to proper 
sleep.  Key features include:

• Control of light, noise and temperature;
• Comfortable sleeping furniture/bedding;
• Ability to prevent interruptions
• For shift workers, understanding of their sleeping 

needs from others living in the house.

Agree

 29%
Strongly disagree

 17%
Disagree

 14%
Not sure

 0%

Strongly agree 

40%

Table 8: ACCOMMODATION 
GOOD FOR SLEEPING

Number Percent

Strongly Agree 25 40%
Agree 18 29%
Not Sure 0 0%
Disagree 9 14%
Strongly Disagree 11 17%
Total 63 100%

TABLE 9: HOW MANY 
HOURS DO YOU 
SPEND IN BED

Day Shift Night Shift Days Off

Hours In bed Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
<6 hours 22 43% 32 67% 2 4%
6 – 8 hours 26 51% 14 29% 19 33%
>8 hours 3 6% 2 4% 36 63%
Total 51 100% 48 100% 57 100%
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EFFECTS OF DRIVER FATIGUE

Table 10: HOW MANY 
HOURS DO YOU 
SLEEP?

Day Shift Night Shift Days Off

Hours In bed Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
<6 hours 20 43% 32 71% 3 6%
6 – 8 hours 25 54% 10 22% 20 40%
>8 hours 1 2% 3 7% 27 54%
Total 46 100% 45 100% 50 100%

Table 11: ARE YOU A DRIVER? Number Percent
Never 63 98%
1 – 2 times per year 1 2%
1 – 2 times per month 0 0%
1 – 2 times per week 0 0%

Total 64 100%

Table 12: SLEEP IN LAST 24 HOURS Number Percent
7 or more hours 34 56%
5 - <7 hours 20 33%
Less than 5 hours 7 11%

Total 61 100%

Table 14: HOURS AWAKE  
AFTER SHIFT

Number Percent

<8 hours 16 26%
8 - 12 hours 5 8%
13 - 16 hours 11 18%

>16 hours 29 48%

Total 61 100%

A positive indicator is that drivers are not using sleeping 
medication to sleep. 

Table 13: SLEEP IN LAST 48 HRS Number Percent
14 or more hours 31 52%
12 - <14 hours 20 33%
Less than 12 hours 9 15%

Total 60 100%

Table 15: SLEEP HEALTH 
CONCERN

Number Percent

Very concerned 6 10%
Somewhat concerned 16 26%
Little concerned 5 8%
Not at all concerned 35 56%

Total 62 100%

Interesting fact

The average number 
of hours of sleep has 
steadily decreased 
over the last two 
hundred years largely 
due to widespread 
use of electricity and 
artificial light.
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EFFECTS OF DRIVER FATIGUE

Table 16: APPROACHING 
SUPERVISOR

Number Percent

Yes 48 74%
No 17 26%
Total 65 100%

Table 17: ACCIDENT/NEAR 
MISS AT WORK

Number Percent

Yes 3 5%
No 62 95%
Total 65 100%

Table 19: DROWSY DRIVING Number Percent

Yes 44 68%
No 21 32%
Total 65 100%

Table 21: SUFFER FROM ANY OF THE FOLLOWING

Score Overweight High BP Heart Disease Diabetes 2 Sleepy during day

No % No % No % No % No %

Yes 9 14% 5 8% 2 3% 4 6% 18 28%
No 56 86% 59 92% 63 97% 61 94% 47 72%
Total 65 100% 64 100% 65 100% 65 100% 65 100%

Table 20: TAKEN OFF WORK 
DUE TO FATIGUE

Number Percent

Yes 21 33%
No 43 67%
Total 64 100%

Table 18: NEAR MISS WHILE 
DRIVING IN LAST 12 MONTHS

Number Percent

Yes 11 17%
No 54 83%
Total 65 100%

74% of the drivers had indicated that they will talk to their 
supervisor when they are fati gue. This is a positi ve indicator 
regarding relati onship between supervisors and truck driver. 
This opportunity must be used for supervisors to eff ecti vely 
manage fati gue of their employees. The company they work 
for need clear policies and procedures regarding the eff ecti ve 
management of fati gue. 

17% of the drivers had indicated that they had near misses in the last 12 months which was related to fati gue. 

68% of the drivers had indicated that they experience 
drowsy driving. 

The overall health of the drivers was good with a low tendency of being overweight, high blood pressure, heart disease 
and diabeti c 2 conditi ons. 28% had indicated that they are sleepy during the day which correlates with table 19 of drowsy 
driving.

33% of the drivers was absent from work because they 
were too ti red or fati gue.

SILENT KILLERSSILENT KILLERS

Obesity

High Blood 
Pressure

Drowsy Driving

Diabetes
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EFFECTS OF DRIVER FATIGUE

Table 22: SLEEPING DISORDERS

Score Insomnia Sleep Apnoea Gastro. Refl ux

No % No % No %

0 19 29% 31 48% 37 57%
1 27 42% 20 31% 10 15%
2 12 18% 6 9% 9 14%
3 4 6% 7 11% 5 8%
4 2 3% 1 2% 4 6%
5 1 2% 0 0% 0 0%

Total 65 100% 65 100% 65 100%

A diagnosis for sleeping disorders requires a sleep study 
conducted by sleep specialists.  However the presence of 
a signifi cant number of symptoms of a sleeping disorder 
is oft en a reliable indicator and these can have a major 
impact on an individual’s capacity to cope with work.  
Respondents were asked to complete a checklist listi ng 
symptoms of 3 serious sleeping disorders including 
Insomnia, Obstructi ve Sleep Apnoea and Gastro-
oesophageal Refl ux.

As can be seen from the results in the table, over 14% 

of respondents reported having serious signs of sleeping 
disorders.  

The most common sleeping problem was insomnia with 
between 11% of respondents showing high scores.  
Insomnia is potenti ally the most frequent cause of 
individuals being unfi t for work on site and illustrates 

the importance of educati ng all employees about the 
importance of sleep and ways to improve both night and 
day ti me sleep.  This latt er point may seem obvious but 
many chronically fati gued individuals come to regard their 
conditi on as normal and oft en do not seek help.

At least 3% of individuals showed serious symptoms of 
obstructi ve sleep apnoea, reporti ng 3 or more of the listed 
symptoms.  At this level, individuals probably require 
medical assessment and interventi on as OSA has signifi cant 
health and safety consequences if left  undiagnosed and 
untreated.  This result is similar to most other locati ons BSS 
has conducted these fati gue assessment.

14% reported symptoms of gastro-oesophageal refl ux.  
This is a medical conditi on in which acid refl uxes out of 
the stomach while the individual is sleeping, burning the 
oesophagus and causing severe disrupti on to sleep.

14% of respondents showed serious signs of sleep disorders.

PROJECT SPONSORS


